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Quiet Nights Cabin:

All of us have a favorite place to go to in FSX ... for me its a quiet place far from the noise and confusion of the real world. Quiet Nights Cabin is such a place. About 31 miles southwest of Prince Rupert, a short and scenic flight. The location is just a simple cabin, a canoe for paddling to the mainland for a little hiking ... but mostly a place just to STOP and take in the beauty of British Columbia. Sunset on the porch or on the bench down by the water is a special treat. All waypoints are in FSDiscover! Here is the VFR navigation information ... you can fly this VFR route at 1200 feet:

• You start off at Prince Rupert Sea Plane Base and set heading for 143 to Elliot Isld.
• Over Elliot Island, set a heading for 125 to Gibson Island
• Over Gibson Island, set a heading of 134 for 2.5 miles flying to Pitt Point.
• At Pitt Point, adjust the heading to 110 for 3.2 miles to Bonwick Point
• At Bonwick Point, set a heading of 078 for 2 miles to McMurray Point
• At McMurray Point, set a heading of 030, fly to the end of Kumealon Inlet
• At the end of the inlet, set a heading of 066 for 2 miles arriving at Kumealon Lake.

Look for the tiny island at about 1 o’clock and land on its port side.

Welcome to Quiet Nights Cabin

Doug Linn